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From the New York Times bestselling author of the Fixed Trilogy.

Onto every diva's backside, a little wood must fall. 

Hollywood actress Heather Wainwright was looking forward to a long, relaxing break before starting her
next shoot. Except her assistant volunteered her for L.A.'s annual 24 Hour Plays. 

Nervous about doing a good job for such a worthy charity, Heather falls back on "diva" mode, a defense
mechanism that always carries her through. Until she encounters something thatreally gets on her nerves--a
lowly carpenter whose Norse god eyes pierce right through her. 

Highly sought-after production designer Seth Rafferty has little patience for A-listers with superior attitudes,
which is why his attraction to Heather is absurd. Yet, sensing vulnerability beneath her screen-queen act, he
lets her assumptions play out. 

After the wrap party, Heather awakens with little memory of the night before--except that Seth gave her the
best orgasm of her life, then disappeared. When he shows up on the set of her next movie, she winds up to
give him a piece of her mind...and Seth shows her just how stinging hot "chemistry" can get. 

Warning: Contains an outwardly snobby actress with a good heart, a delicious carpenter with a power drill,
some much-deserved spanking, and an appropriately consensual--if tipsy--orgasm, as well as sex at an
inappropriate time of the month.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Caceres:

The book Star Struck will bring someone to the new experience of reading a new book. The author style to
spell out the idea is very unique. When you try to find new book to read, this book very suited to you. The
book Star Struck is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from official web
site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Phillip Barker:

The reason why? Because this Star Struck is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you
to snap the idea but latter it will distress you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such incredible way makes the content within easier to
understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you for not hesitating
having this ever again or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of benefits than the
other book get such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking way. So , still want to delay
having that book? If I were you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Daniel Gordon:

This Star Struck is brand new way for you who has interest to look for some information as it relief your
hunger associated with. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or perhaps you who still
having small amount of digest in reading this Star Struck can be the light food for yourself because the
information inside this kind of book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books develop itself in the
form that is reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in guide form
make them feel drowsy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a publication
especially this one. You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss
that! Just read this e-book kind for your better life along with knowledge.

Darryl Payton:

As a university student exactly feel bored for you to reading. If their teacher requested them to go to the
library or make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart
and soul or real their pastime. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go
to right now there but nothing reading really. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring along
with can't see colorful pics on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs.
As we know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. Therefore , this Star Struck can make you sense more interested to read.
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